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Product Features: 
These ASL Alphabet Charts will teach your students to recognize all of their letters while 
building excellent communication and fine motor skills at the same time. Each sign language 
ABC worksheet features a hand sign for each letter, colorful and cute beginning letter-based 
objects including animals, bugs, and food. Plus, each ASL chart features an uppercase and 
lowercase to match the beginning letter picture. With these engaging ASL printables, your 
students will build their critical preschool alphabet skills while preparing them for reading and 
writing skills. 

How to Use: 
There are so many ways to best use these ASL Alphabet charts. Teachers can print on 
cardstock and display as a visual on the wall or as handy flashcards. Use your printer settings 
to print in multiples. 

In addition, you can laminate and place charts in a small plastic stand for presentation. 
Teachers can start by introducing the uppercase and lowercase versions of the letter. Show 
students how to make the hand sign and children repeat. Hold up the hand sign while you go 
through each of the beginning letter pictures saying aloud, “D is for dinosaur...D is for 
dinosaur….” Teachers can also use the chart for review during the week and as needed 
throughout the year. 
 

Needs: 
No materials necessary.  
























































